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Apologia pro opere meo (an Epistle to the Reader) 
Gentle Reader, 

What follows is in the early stages of [in]completion. If it were to be translated into the iterative 
langwidge of software, this is somewhere between an alpha and a beta release. I humbly request 
that you act as a playtester. While I’ve taken great pains to ensure that the project’s arche 
remained legible and at least plausibly intact, much of the current manuscript is oblique, 
inaccessible, and alienating. While portions of it were intentionally designed with a keen disdain 
for the reader function in mind, I do not mean the actual reader any harm. To this end, I can only 
offer the following letter by way of apology, defense, and explanation. 

Intentionally, this was a genuine attempt at the fusion of art, philosophy, and horror. What it 
manifested itself as is a falsification, a fictionalization of the act of scholarly criticism, and a 
virtual deployment of disparate discursive forms, what generically may be invoked under the 
calque (from the language of non-philosophy) ‘theory-fiction.’ From whence the idea of theory-
fiction precisely arrives is lost (probably Theseus and the Minotaur), though we may mark out its 
instantiation as a triggering term for contemporary continental philosophy in Reza Negarestani’s 
Cyclonopedia: Complicity with Anonymous Materials, a work which has done much to inspire 
the present project. 

Theory-fiction is misleadingly simple to characterize. It is self-conscious, formal, critical and 
literary theory and regulated, delineated literary fiction. Negarestani was of course not the first to 
try this: Plato, Augustine, Dante, Burton, and Sade would certainly be possible predecessors. The 
miasma of definition becomes apparent as an emergent property of fusing theory with fiction: its 
nuance and complexity vastly exceed its component parts. And, thinking with Gödel, it is only 
through literature and philosophy ‘proper’ that the axioms of theory-fiction could possibly be 
worked out. 

So, there is something dark, something monstrous,  about the form demanded by the logics of the 5

genre. Of what, exactly, it asks of itself (or in the language of mathematics, what the identify of 
the members of the set is) is unclear, though each text may always already be an effacement, 
something discovered but then forgotten and left to be rediscovered and re-inscribed, a 
palimpsest or, simply, an incognitum hactenus.  6

In its DNA-stack, there is a progam which procedurally generates materialist horror. For this 
specific text, the argument, or loop (or plot, or operational logic) is this: H.P. Lovecraft wrote 
devotional poetry to imaginary gods. In the reading of these poems, I felt an acute longing for 
substance, for existence to precede essence. Because devotional forms require both a social and a 
personal attachment to a god, it became necessary to invent a world in which Lovecraft’s 
madness was simply theology. To this end, I’ve forged documents, birthed characters, and in one 
case crafted a literal object, in order to defend Lovecraft from his own inheritors: a multiplayer 
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hyperobject whose symptote-narrative inevitably vectors towards an Unreal Apocalypse of 
meaning.  

In other words, what emerged from this project was more than I expected, and more than I could 
complete in the time I was given. Somehow, what started as a critical analysis of some rather 
silly pulp fiction poesis became a polemic against neo-Nazis, rape, and traditional literary 
criticism. And it is still growing. It is not done. The machines continue to dig apace. 

Thus, this is an iteration of le livre à venir. A draft, a momentary permutation. It will need repairs 
and ingenious stitchings to hold its shape even after so brief an outing as a workshop talk. 
Because I feel something like love towards this monster, I want it to flourish, and so invite 
criticism of all sorts (including of the sort that suggests this has been nothing other than a tactless 
exercise in self-delusion). 

I feel love for it because I am pretty sure the text is a symptom, manifold and indeterminate in 
which absence it is reflecting: anxiety about the void, the death of a friend, the 120 days of 
writer’s block, not enough coffee. Maybe none of them. Maybe all. Maybe just Being. It is hard 
not to love our symptoms, our psychic subroutines thrashing in an infinite loop. 

I think all this is perhaps the result of an unremediable silence, itself a result of losing grip of the 
golden thread that guided my way through the critic’s labyrinth: I wasn’t able to find much 
meaningful in any of the texts so ostensibly (because historically) brimming with meaning. So I 
made some up. It’s an act of soothing, a kind of self-therapy or souci de sois, in response to 
anguish. 

What I hope it remains, is at least para-academic. One who(m) I consider a dear friend, though 
we have never met, taught me the value of treating words as desiring machines, little complexes 
which crave clarity and meaning. Those words with which one may choose to populate the 
metadata of this paper would certainly include: practice, category, conjunction, test, religion, 
literature, philosophy, theory, or, versus, world, ontology, materialism, dialectic, horror, nihilism, 
politics, theology, god, ghost, evil, criticism, flat, thematics, non-philosophy, radical(ism), of, 
epistemology, rage, pessimism, object, art(istic), spirit(ual), desire, delirium, void, being, life, 
fake, comparison, excess, maximal, drift, flow, tendril, rhizome, symptom, anatomy, ecology, 
mystery, speculation, system, alien, fiction, death, terror, semiotic, failure.  Each of these words 7

play out whole dramas of longing and disownment between one another and their own private 
histories. Each is an elegy to what it signifies.  What makes this all a source of anxiety for me 8

may be precisely the above: I am asking words to function like literature within the discursive 
system of secular academic criticism. This is, I suppose, the concession of theory-fiction itself. I 
invited it in. Now I shall feed it. 

What’s done is [un]done. Future iterations will bear the mark of incompletion with hopefully 
more dignity than the present configuration. To this end, if at some moment in the following 
work one has the, admittedly quite sympathetic, frisson of contempt towards the text’s authorial 
voice, or its self-conscious, baroque, elliptical structure and argument (it was summed up quite 
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nicely by an early reader as,‘you’re writing like an asshole’), I do beg forgiveness. In truth, I can 
offer no defense, save for that preemptively tendered by Burton towards possible ill-spirited 
criticisms of his paranym, Democritus Junior: Ne tu Democrite sapis, stulti autem et insani 
abderitæ.  9

So, now, I request your patience and indulgence, your sense of humor and, if it can be asked, 
some measure of critical grace and mercy. This is an experimental text, and so often, our 
experiments fail.  

Greetings to you all. 

C.J.  

Wieboldt Hall 
Hyde Park, Chicago 
Tuesday, October 31st, 2017 

******************** 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Il nous faut quelque chose de sacré  

Il faut que quelque chose soit sacré 

(Parti pris.) 

,  10 11
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 Kierkegaard most famously made use of this common response from a Danish host upon thanking hir 1

for a meal. “This I saw, and I laughed.”1

 See the final section of this manuscript.2

 Perhaps also, it should be said: “There are those to whom one must advise madness.”33
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 We must not speak of him directly, though his analogue has existed throughout literature, and so perhaps 4

we shall listen through time to the melancholia of the Poet: 

Ma io rimasi a riguardar lo stuolo, 
e vidi cosa ch'io avrei paura, 
sanza più prova, di contarla solo; 

se non che coscïenza m'assicura, 
la buona compagnia che l'uom francheggia 
sotto l'asbergo del sentirsi pura. 

Io vidi certo, e ancor par ch'io 'l veggia, 
un busto sanza capo andar sì come 
andavan li altri de la trista greggia; 

e 'l capo tronco tenea per le chiome, 
pesol con mano a guisa di lanterna: 
e quel mirava noi e dicea: “Oh me!” 

Di sé facea a sé stesso lucerna, 
ed eran due in uno e uno in due; 
com' esser può, quei sa che sì governa. 

Quando diritto al piè del ponte fue, 
levò 'l braccio alto con tutta la testa 
per appressarne le parole sue 

che fuoro: “Or vedi la pena molesta, 
tu che, spirando, vai veggendo i morti: 
vedi s'alcuna è grande come questa. 

E perché tu di me novella porti, 
sappi ch'i' son Bertram dal Bornio, quelli 
che diedi al re giovane i ma' conforti. 

Io feci il padre e 'l figlio in sé ribelli; 
Achitofèl non fé più d'Absalone 
e di Davìd coi malvagi punzelli. 

Perch' io parti' così giunte persone, 
partito porto il mio cerebro, lasso!, 
dal suo principio ch'è in questo troncone. 
Così s'osserva in me lo contrapasso.”2

 “A remote important region in all who talk.”55

 Not yet know, nameless, without origin, monstrous in the etymological evocation.66

 Though, like the tenth name, a single word shall also remain obscured.7

 Robert Hass, Meditations at Lagunitas.8
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 Irony intended and recommended.9

 Inspired by J. Joubert, Cahiers et correspondences.10

 Destruction of an idol. Sourced from: Dory Adams’ Paper Cut, SNIPPETS, 2005.11
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On the Return of  the Yuggoth Catastrophe: A Dire Warning 

Found and collated from the papers of  the late Wilhelmina Ellery Laban, Eliphas J. 
Cabot Professor of  American Literature Emerita, and Chair Emerita of  the 
Department of  the English Language and its Literatures, Miskatonic University 

Edited, with notes and commentary, by Cody Charles Jones, Ph.D. student in Comparative 
Literature and the Divinity School, University of  Chicago 



To H.P.L. 
il miglior credente 

& 
To Eliot  

You needn’t think I’m crazy— plenty of  others have queerer prejudices than this.  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Introduction 

I knew Wilhelmina Ellery Laban, and I knew her well. We first met when I was beginning work 
on my senior thesis in college. A professor of  mine at Bard (the sister school of  Miskatonic 
University) suggested to me that my work on the devotional lyric in 20th century American 
poetry would be of  particular interest, and particularly supported, by one of  his former 
professors out east in Arkham.  

When I met her, I could never have known where our relationship would take us. Had I known 
how all of  this would have ended, I perhaps would have preferred to have simply dropped out 
of  school, moved north, into the mountains, and waited. Now, however, I am burdened with 
her dreadful discovery, and shall do my duty as academic and literary executor, and pass it on 
for peer review and criticism. 

Wilhelmina was always something of  a contradiction. She described herself  as a Catholic 
Stalinist, if  such a thing can be believed. She was small, but had an unnervingly large presence. 
She was a stable personality, so her end seems all the more sinister in light of  it. 

So much of  this will never make sense, I fear. 

She was a deep aesthete, which makes her choice of  H.P. Lovecraft all the stranger. The 
subject of  H.P. Lovecraft is complicated, of  course, because he must first be disavowed in 
order to be turned into an object of  study; to say that he is a bad writer—and for our 
purposes, specifically, a bad poet—is to do so in both political and aesthetic registers. I 
suppose, now, I must include Wilhelmina in the disavowal, too. 

She thought of  Lovecraft as a devotional poet and that it must be true, this poetry and its 
interlocutors and referents, because its devotional nature requires such. The devotional poet is 
folded, with mind akimbo, praising in two directions. On one side, the poet practices an 
intimate craft, a private conversation in verse with God. On the other, the poet is performative, 
in deep and affable discourse with theology and social norms, pitched at a level for all to 
overhear and comment upon. Devotional poetry can only but only be both a public and a 
private practice. 

What characterizes Lovecraft’s poetry as devotional? It is a confusing thing that Wilhelmina 
noticed, but in many of  the poems, Lovecraft displays what can only be characterized as a dark 
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parody of  theopoetics, an attempt to come to understand God not through systematic 
thinking, but through the lived experience of  the poet.  

However, instead of  attempting to come to an understanding of  God, Lovecraft is attempting 
to understand ‘Elder Gods.’ Elder Gods are extra-dimensional malignant beings that wish to 
enslave humanity. Of  particular fame in popular culture is Cthulhu from Lovecraft’s 
eponymous Cthulhu Mythos. Dagon is another, one modeled on the Sumerian deity. An Elder 
God is something of  a misnomer. They have the powers of  divinity, but are in their essence 
biological, and evil. They exist on a higher plane of  existence, but interact with our own 
through mind control and technology so advanced as to appear magical. As Lovecraft is fond 
of  pointing out, they ignore Euclidean geometries; they are capable of  moving in spaces not 
comprehensible to human spatiality. They are exceptionally old and exceptionally powerful. 
They are not without their limits, however. They can only interact with, not enter, our world, 
which they regard as antithetical to their values, and something that must be destroyed. In 
order to do this, they use mind control to attract cultists, who they hope will practice black 
magic in an effort to open a portal for them to pass through. This is, in effect, the nature of  
the world that Lovecraft writes his stories about. 

And she believed that Lovecraft was telling the truth. 

From Wilhelmina we can forward the thesis, mockable without the surfeit of  information 
before us, that H.P. Lovecraft was a prophetic poet, whose stories and poetry tell us not of  a 
fantasy world demented and incorrigibly perverse, but provide a dark klaxon which we have 
hitherto ignored by disposing of  its disturbing revelations and suggested prognostications 
under the heading of  ‘pulp’ or ‘genre fiction.’  

He sensed, in effect, the evil sentience of  a ninth planet, coming to destroy the world. To 
resolve a cosmic familial trauma. Wilhelmina believed this. 

If  Wilhelmina had intended this as a final, perverse, fiction, it is decidedly convincing, perhaps 
even fraudulently so. What it’s motive could be is lost with her. 

What follows is the last manuscript composed by Wilhelmina Ellery Laban, at Sugar House, 
her home in Arkham, the day before her alleged suicide. It is alienating, hateful, and toxic. It is 
quite frankly insane. But it is no doubt hers. 

In the days following her death, an envelope found its way to me. Inside was a final note, and a 
key. The key, it turned out, was to her basement at Sugar House. What I would give to have not 
descended those dark stone steps and unlocked that door. The ongoing police investigation 
may shed light, and bring a much-need peace to those of  us who were close to this troubled 
soul. Until such time, this final document may prove a much needed distraction. 
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A Note on the Text 
Wilhelmina always held that footnotes were a distraction. She evidently practiced what she 
taught: no footnotes were found in her manuscript. All of  the annotations are mine. She will 
be referred to henceforth as WEL in the critical notes. 

C.J. 
Literary Executor of  Wilhelmina Ellery Laban 

Orne Library 
Arkham, MA 
Monday, October 30th, 2017
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[On The Return Of The Yuggoth Catastrophe]

W. E. LABAN

February 29th 2017  1

 One of  the many mysteries or errors of  the manuscript. 2017 was not, nor has it ever been a leap 1

year.



I am writing this in a state of absolute duress, for by the 
morning I am certain that they will have taken me from Sugar 
House. I fear, no, KNOW what they shall make me do. I will 
almost certainly not be alive to see if my warning is heeded. I 
have nowhere left to run, no more allies who do not think me 
mad. Instead I must now present the facts as I find them as 
clearly and succinctly as my diminishing faculties allow.

I have prepared for this moment, though now that it is 
here, I do not know if I will succeed. I have already sent my 
final letter. He shall receive it, we hope, soon.2

Our human sciences have counter-intuitively gotten closer 
to the quiddity of the Real than the physical sciences have ever 
dreamt.  It was not the calculus of Newton nor the powerful 3

secular magic of a hadron collider that led me to the most 
monumental and urgent discovery in the history of the human race 
(now so very small, so very impotent, despite our delusion that 
we are child-gods with the building blocks of creation scattered 
around us) , but rather the power of the deductive and 4

imaginative faculties of the mind working in exuberant harmony, 
a symphonic collaboration of the speculative and the analytic. 
Yes, scientists may have their tools, but real scholars have 
their close readings, their histories, their notebooks and 
scribbles. Eventually, the humble English department bested all 
the divisions of physical and biological sciences the world 
over.

 There are actually two candidates for whom WEL is speaking. One is, of  course, myself: I received 2

a letter (see Appendix 3) from WEL not long after her ‘suicide’ was reported, containing a cryptic 
note, a prepaid debit card, on which she had obviously faked my signature, and, most regrettably of  
all, the key to the basement of  her house in Arkham, which she had affectionately dubbed the Sugar 
House, because of  it’s likeness to planation houses in the Caribbean from her youth. When I was 
still a student at Miskatonic’s sister school, Bard College, those students closest to her would often 
spend their weekends on the long, wrap-around porch, discussing this or that poem or novel she had 
assigned for us in a particular week. I remember those times fondly, despite what had been in her 
basement the whole time, despite who she actually turned out to be.

 We could imagine WEL and J. Lacan having a great discussion about this, particularly as Lacan 3

understands the Real to be always mediated by language, itself  a substance that always already 
predates the existence of  the subject. For WEL, despite her dire tone, there is something definitely 
psychoanalytic about her work. Cf., perhaps, Lacan, Ecrits, particularly “Reason Since Freud.” 
 If, however, we imagine WEL to be invoking a parallel version of  the Real, the very thing 
not modulated by language vis-a-vis the subject, we could do worse than to think of  K. Kostanova, 
one of  the most distinguished proponents of  Laruelle’s non-philosophy, particularly her book Cut of  
the Real.

 For a similar remark, Cf. Kim Stanley Robinson, Green Mars, 248.4
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Oh, how I recoil at the my typewriter to explain my 
discovery! So deeply do I wish that language wore the blessed 
raiment of facticity, that keeping silent would make the world 
follow suit. But it is not so, nor shall it ever be, save for 
the final silence which waits us all, dimming our senses and 
snuffing out our souls.

I bring news of the doom that shall come to Earth.  It has 5

happened before, but only as arche-fossil, never as 
phenomenon. ,  Now, however, the wretched, bleak Earth shall wail 6 7

and thrash. It’s lava-blood will flow freely, and it’s oso-
lithos will break.  Let me be clear: the Rape of Terra is 8

immanent, and we shall all be rendered down to composite organic 
compounds. We are all going to die, and it is too late for us to 
be saved.

What cruel irony is it that we were warned and none of us 
noticed? The work of the great master of the Weird and the 
inhuman, H.P. Lovecraft was secretly the most human, the most 

 Lovecraft, outside of  his poetic configurations, provided a similar phrase for the title of  one of  his 5

longer works, “The Doom that Came to Sarnath.”

 This sentence is a little difficult to interpret, but given the documentation available to me, I have a 6

possible theory. The phrase ‘arche-fossil’ is a translation from the French philosopher Quentin 
Meillassoux’s book, After Finitude, in which he provides what he calls a critique of  Kantian 
‘correlationism,’ the erroneous belief  that reality is permanently cordoned off  from the subject, and 
can only be mediated by the presence of  categories and sensuous faculties. This leads to the aporia 
of  the witness: someone must always be present, somewhere, for anything to have taken place, as M 
understands Kant to be saying. This poses a problem, of  course: We  know for certain that 
dinosaurs existed. we know the universe must have begun. Yet, nobody was there to witness these 
things. If  one accepts the existence of  God, then the problem can be solved satisfactorily (the allure 
of  the religious solution), but if  one is not so inclined towards the theological, then we must accept 
either a radically transcendent nihilism, or find a work around. Meillassoux provides this in the form 
of  the ‘arche-fossil,’ the idea that, assuming Kant is mostly correct about our limited grasp of  reality, 
there is no reason that we should go so far as to negatively privilege human consciousness. There are 
other modes of  being and perception, particularly between objects, that do not need us to exist. 
This, of  course, leads to Graham Harman and the OOO/ Speculative Realism folks. 
 For WEL, she is implying, I believe, that Yuggoth was Theia, and while nobody was present 
to witness Theia, this time there will be subjects, thus leading to its phenomenologization under the 
appellation ‘Yuggoth.’ (Though evidence of  Migo subjectivity on Theia/Yuggoth, and possible 
object consciousness a la the arche-fossil, makes this interpretation questionable.)

 “A Screaming comes across the sky.” Pynchon, Gravity’s Rainbow, 1.7

 This conflation of  body and planet has predecessor texts: Georges Bataille’s “Le cerveau est la 8

parodie de l’équateur,” as well as the work of  Nick Land. We can see clearly that even here in the 
development of  her manuscript, WEL had already worked out that Landian geotrauma was more 
than a simple theory, and one that Lovecraft had been prophet of  by nearly 100 years (see Appendix 
2, item 12).
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loving, the most willing to see the truth and do what is 
necessary.9

When I first stum

[Some number of  pages appear to be missing.] 

I can hear them in the basement. Snarling. The beasts. I hear 
the scratching at the door. The wind saying that they’ve already 
begun to descend on the house. MY HOUSE. How dare they. Primm 
said he stopped them. HOW COULD HE? I must be quick.

In these five  poems, we find something insidious. They each 10

speak to an aspect of the trauma to come, the trauma that is the 
Earth’s very birthright, brought about by the fundamental cosmic 
shift from hydrogen and helium to stellarization. There are 
seven poems, published11

[Page missing.] 

and relevant excerpts.
Such that:

1. “Nemesis”— Erebus/Mcmurdo Station— Yuggoth Awakens again.

‘Thro’ the ghoul-guarded gateways Thro’ the ghoul-guarded 
gateways of slumber,

 As Eric Wilson points out, there is no love in Lovecraft. There is nothing human at all, really. 9

While there have been times that Lovecraft characterized the lack of  humanness, calling it ‘cosmic 
indifferentism,’ it is really more than that. It is a sort of  cosmic pessimism, to borrow a term from 
Eugene Thacker. What WEL is suggesting here is that, despite all of  this, only Lovecraft had the 
fortitude (read: evil inside him) to attempt to protect the world (provide a groundwork for the 
insanity that was to consume WEL and others).

 She goes on to list seven. Perhaps she considered two of  them to be a genre other than poetry.10

 Nick Land interviewed a Professor Barker, who at the time was professor of  inorganic semiotics 11

at Kingsport college (cf  Fanged Noumena, 493). It took me quite a long time to realize that WEL and 
Barker knew one another in graduate school at Miskatonic. What this amounts to is this: Barker was 
the first to formulate the theory of  cosmic trauma in his monograph The Geocosmic Theory of  Trauma, 
(Miskatonic UP). The earth has an Oedipal psychic structure, in which the ancient primordial 
supernova which created the solar system functions as father. The mother is unclear, though we can 
posit that the primary trauma inflicted on the prenatal earth, the collision with Theia, which we may 
refer to as the actual ‘birth’ of  Terra, is something of  a mother-event. Thus, the Oedipal struggle 
agains the absent supernova father comes about full circle in a primal and traumatic recollapse into 
the Mother, which is Yuggoth, the planet Lovecraft, Land, and WEL noticed must, according to 
Barker’s theory, return to Terra. Barker and WEL must have been in correspondence.
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Past the wan-moon’d abysses of night,
I have liv’d o’er my lives without number,
I have sounded all things with my sight;
And I struggle and shriek ere the daybreak, being driven to 
madness with fright.

I have whirl’d with the earth at the dawning,
When the sky was a vaporous flame;
I have seen the dark universe yawning,
Where the black planets roll without aim;
Where they roll in their horror unheeded, without knowledge 
or lustre or name.

Lovecfract did not imagine elder gods. Through sleep, we can see 
here that he was in very close contact with them. His poetry, a 
bizarre anti-human devotional lyric, similar in some sense to 
English Restoration and Renaissance poems (think Donne, 
Herbert), was more than simply admiration and worship for some 
fictional entity. Gods have always had a fraught relationship 
with language. What we have always assumed to be a being in 
excess of signification, or perhaps only capable of being 
defined apophatically, is actually simply an absolute 
incongruence in intelligence and psychic architecture. The poem 
‘Nemesis’ was not a fanciful take on the imaginary enemy of the 
human, Lovecraft transcribed it directly from the sentient-
planet, Yuggoth, where the Miggo swarm and breed (as they have 
also done in Mt. Erebus, if we are to trust equally his 
fictionalization of the very real Miskatonic expedition to the 
Antarctic in the early 1920s).

The above stanza repeats the end of the poem, signifying 
that Yuggoth shall return to Earth in it’s maternal terror in 
the near future. Furthermore, references in middle stanzas, (‘A 
grudging moon writhed,’ ‘Fishers from Outside,) further 
corroborate the poem as a celestial guide to the present 
existential crisis, showing that standard, repeating sidereal 
phenomena will be permanently disrupted. While the reference to 
the moon is self-evident, those who have studied well 
Mesopotamian mythology know the ‘Fishers from Outside’ to be a 
possible allusion to the outer dark, creeping inward.12

 There is absolutely no evidence for this claim. Perhaps she is mistaken about which mythology she 12

is referring to.
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2. “Fungi From Yuggoth”— Arkham— Yuggoth-Cthelll collision

V. Recognition

The day had come again, when as a child
I saw—just once—that hollow of old oaks,
Grey with a ground-mist that enfolds and chokes
The slinking shapes which madness has defiled.
It was the same—an herbage rank and wild
Clings round an altar whose carved sign invokes
That Nameless One to whom a thousand smokes
Rose, aeons gone, from unclean towers up-piled.

I saw the body spread on that dank stone,
And knew those things which feasted were not men;
I knew this strange, grey world was not my own,
But Yuggoth, past the starry voids—and then
The body shrieked at me with a dead cry,
And all too late I knew that it was I!

The long form poem harkens back to the English ballad, or 
perhaps moral poetry of a more recent moment. At any rate, the 
story evolves to include an encounter with the planet. A naive 
reading of the text would suggest that this is mere hyberbole or 
fanciful imagining. But there is too much that is literal and 
real about the poem. While Lovecraft’s poetry proper does little 
to point outside of itself with regards to cosmogonic and 
theological claims (exceptions being intertextual and epistolary 
exchanges between select peers such as Blackwood and Dereleth), 
what has come to be known as the ‘Mythos’ may be more analogous 
to (but only analogous) to proper devotional works. This immense 
network of interlocking, interpenetrating, contradicting, and 
accretive texts, media, and performative rituals (ranging from 
live-action roleplaying games to cosplay at various cons) look 
more authentically like the mimesis of a religious community 
than anything Lovecraft produced or, indeed, could have produced 
on his own.

3. “Despair”— Barker’s Geotrauma— The Fall of Europe

Once, I think I half remember,
Ere the grey skies of November
Quench’d my youth’s aspiring ember,
Liv’d there such a thing as bliss;
Skies that now are dark were beaming,
Gold and azure, splendid seeming
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Till I learn’d it all was dreaming—
Deadly drowsiness of Dis.13
[…]
Thus the living, lone and sobbing,
In the throes of anguish throbbing,
With the loathsome Furies robbing
Night and noon of peace and rest.
But beyond the groans and grating
Of abhorrent Life, is waiting
Sweet Oblivion, culminating
All the years of fruitless quest.

As everyone knows, November is the month that Nosferatu 
prophesied the return of the Ghooric Zone.  Again, the trope of 14

a faded memory is employed to give the reader the illusion that 
all of this is taking place in a sort of ilo tempore, but which 
is actually more attributable to the memempsychotic transfusion 
of alien consciousness (most likely by Miggo sympathetic to the 
fight against Hastur) into a lower-gemotric brain configuration. 
The ‘sobbing’ is expressive of the interrupted spinal 
configurations homo sapiens, the aquatic ape being only able to 
say so much before a return to its origin in water is 
necessitated, in this case through mimicry.

As life is ‘abhorrent,’ the Oblivion brought on by the 
resolution of tension in the Cthell-Yuggoth trauma will be, to 
Lovecraft, a blessing, while I find the end of the world to be 
something of a sore disappointment. 

4. “The City”— Brazil

More lovely than Zion
It shone in the sky,
When the beams of Orion
Beclouded my eye,
Bringing sleep that was fill’d with dim mem’ries of moments 
obscure and gone by.

Its mansions were stately
With carvings made fair,
Each rising sedately
On terraces rare,

 Cf. the Prague-Dis resonance mentioned in WEL’s notes, and a footnote by me below.13

 She must mean Nostradamus, I think. I cannot find any literature on the ‘Ghooric Zone,’ or its 14

alleged return.
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And the gardens were fragrant and bright with strange 
miracles blossoming there.

Must certainly be referring to Rio de Janeiro, a place that 
Lovecraft would have been fond of, given his proclivities for 
the fetid and overgrown.  What is more important is that Rio 15

falls along the same trajectory as several other spots for a 
potential Yuggoth insemination site.

5. “The Outpost”— Angola16

When evening cools the yellow stream,
"And shadows stalk the jungle’s ways,
"Zimbabwe’s palace flares ablaze
For a great King who fears to dream.

For he alone of all mankind
"Waded the swamp that serpents shun;
"And struggling toward the setting sun,
Came on the veldt that lies behind.

No other eyes had vented there
"Since eyes were lent for human sight—
"But there, as sunset turned to night,
He found the Elder Secret’s lair.
[…]

A grudging moon writhed up to shine
"Past leagues where life can have no home;
"And paling far-off tower and dome,
Shewed each unwindowed and malign.

6. “Revelation”— Coordinate rings of Earth— Europe, II17

[section missing] 

7. ”Astrophobos”— Mt. Fuji, resonant with Mt. Erebus

 This isn’t, strictly speaking, a valid inference about Lovecraft. We know from certain letters and 15

stories (especially the racist, Horror in Red Hook) that Lovecraft was something of  a Providence, RI 
homebody, and certainly while much of  his literature takes an exoticized perspective on foreign 
lands, he would not like to have visited.

 She must have certainly been aware that Angola and Zimbabwe were distinct places, though given 16

the discovery of  her more personally held beliefs, maybe not.

 This page looks as if  it had been… chewed up. It is, at any rate, now illegible.17
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In the midnight heavens burning
"Thro’ ethereal deeps afar,
Once I watch’d with restless yearning
"An alluring, aureate star;
Ev’ry eye aloft returning,
"Gleaming nigh the Arctic car.

[…] And the final stanza:

Now I know the fiendish fable
That the golden glitter bore;
Now I shun the spangled sable
That I watch’d and lov’d before;
But the horror, set and stable,
Haunts my soul for evermore.

All of the poems Lovecraft wrote seem to be directed at the sky. 
it took until Nick Land to understand that there is a 
correspondence to the trauma of the Earth. It was only me who 
noted at there is a structure across the poetica works pointing 
to a stable relationship between two celestial objects.

[section missing] 

I did what I did because nothing could be more valuable than the 
preservation of human life. Even the murder of a miserable 
subhuman.18

[section missing] 

The MAP. the map. Whatever will it be confused for other than 
what it is?19

[section missing] 

 I’ll never speak of  the basement. What was found was too ghastly to describe. The warning was 18

clear, though I did not notice. The image on the tag of  the key. I knew I’d seen that image before. 
Land, Lovecraft, all of  them: mystical racism, mystical Nazism. So much of  it hidden and encrypted, 
so much of  it right in front of  us. How could we not have know?

 Appendix 2, item 3, would seem to be the ‘map’ to which WEL is referring. It is, quite clearly, a 19

map. What else would it be? In consulting the only other explicit reference to geology and 
geophysics, the Geophysik und Geologie, there seems to be some indication that WEL was plotting 
WHERE the tendrils of  Yuggoth would puncture the surface. Her drawing on the verso of  the 
article would seem to confirm this, as does the marginalia on the recto referring to Lovecraft’s poem, 
“Nemesis.” Furthermore, taking into account the drawing of  a Dantean cosmology, the Prague 
resonance with Dis is almost certainly not an observational artifact.
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I can do no else. In these times of wickedness, we must be 
wicked back. In these times of moral weakness, we must be pure. 
It is no matter, I suppose, that our doom approacheth. We shall 
be cleansed by 
Cthelllllllllllllllllllllll11111111111l1l1l1l1l1l1l111111

and
YuG oTH
{{{{{{{{{{(.)]]]]]]]]]]

[Manuscript breaks off  here.] 
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Uncollated Fragments  
You knew I was coming for you, little one, 
when the kettle jumped into the fire. 
Towels flapped on the hooks, 
and the dog crept off, groaning, 
to the deepest part of the woods. 

In the hackles of dry brush a thin laughter started up. 
Mother scolded the food warm and smooth in the pot 
and called you to eat. 
But I spoke in the cold trees: 
New one, I have come for you, child hide and lie still. 

The sumac pushed sour red cones through the air. 
Copper burned in the raw wood. 
You saw me drag toward you. 
Oh touch me, I murmured, and licked the soles of your feet. 
You dug your hands into my pale, melting fur. 

I stole you off, a huge thing in my bristling armor. 
Steam rolled from my wintry arms, each leaf shivered 
from the bushes we passed 
until they stood, naked, spread like the cleaned spines of 
fish. 

Then your warm hands hummed over and shoveled themselves full 
of the ice and the snow. I would darken and spill 
all night running, until at last morning broke the cold earth 
and I carried you home, 
a river shaking in the sun.20

******** 

L’auteur — ou ce que j’ai essaye de decrire comme la fonction-
auteur — n’est sans doute qu’une des spécifications possibles de 
la fonction-sujet. Specification possible, ou necessaire? A voir 
les modifications historiquequi one eu lieu, il ne parait pas 
indispensable, loin de la, que la fonction-auteur demeure 

 Appears to be “Windigo,” by Louise Erdrich. The Windigo (or Wendigo) is a beast from diverse 20

North American mythologies. He is piloted by a human being encased in an ice core. Traditionally, 
the Windigo is only defeated when a girl confronts him and forces him to eat boiling lard, melting 
his ice core and freeing the human. Perhaps WEL sees something of  a synecdoche here?
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constante dans sa forme, dans sa complexite, et meme dans son 
existence. On peut imaginer une culture ou les discours 
circuleraient et seraient recus sans que la fonction-auteur 
apparaisse jamais. Tous les discours, quel que soit leur statut, 
leur forme, leur valeur, et quel que soit le traitement qu’on 
leur fait subir, se derouleraient dans l’annoymat du murmure. On 
n’entendrait plus les questions si longtemps ressassees: <Qui a 
reellement? parle? Est-ce bien lui et nul autre? Avec quelle 
authenticite, ou quelle originalite? Et qu’a-t-il exprime du 
plus profond de lui-meme dans son discours?> Mais d’autres comme 
celles-ci: <Quels sont les modes d’existence de ce discours? 
D’ou a-t-il ete tenu, comment peut-il circuler, et qui peut se 
l’approprier? Quels sont les emplacements qui y sont menanges 
pour des sujets possibles? Qui peut remplir ces diverses 
fonctions de sujet?> Et, derriere toutes ces questions, on 
n’entendrait guere que le bruit d’une indifference: <QU’IMPORTE 
QUI PARLE.>21

******** 

Toute présentation-multiple est sous le péril du vide, qui 
est son être en tant que tel. La consistance du multiple revient 
à ceci que le vide, qui est en situation (donc, sous la loi du 
compte-pour-un) le nom de l'inconsistance, ne peut lui-même être 
présenté, ou fixé. Ce que Heidegger nomme le souci de l'être, et 
qui est l'extase de l'étant, peut aussi bien 
s'appeler :l'angoisse situationnelle du vide, la nécessité d'y 
parer. Car la fermeté apparente du monde de la présentation 
n'est qu'un résultat de l'action de la structure, même si rien 
n'est en dehors d'un tel résultat. Il est requis d'interdire 
cette catastrophe de la pré- sentation que serait la rencontre 
de son propre vide, c'est-à-dire l'advenue présentative de 
l'inconsistance comme telle, ou la ruine de l'Un. 

On comprend que la garantie de consistance (le« il y a de 
l'Un») ne peut se satisfaire de la seule structure, du compte-
pour-un, pour circonscrire et interdire que l'errance du vide se 
fixe, et soit, de ce fait même, en tant que présentation de 
l'imprésentable, la ruine de toute donation d'être, la figure 
sous-jacente du Chaos. La raison fondamentale de cette 
insuffisance c'est que quelque chose, dans la présentation, 
échappe au compte, qui est, précisément, le compte lui-même. Le« 
il y a de l'Un» est un pur résultat opératoire, qui laisse en 

 Foucault, “What is an Author?” This is the final section of  the English translation. Poorly 21

rendered, lacking diacritics, and with poor typological fidelity. I do not think Wilhelmina spoke much 
French. The question seems irrelevant to her task: What does it matter who is speaking? 
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transparence l'opération dont ce résultat résulte. Il se 
pourrait donc que, soustraite au compte, et par conséquent a-
structurée, la structure ellemême soit le point où le vide est 
donné. Pour que le vide soit interdit de présentation, il faut 
que la structure soit structurée, que le «il y a de l'un» vaille 
pour le compte-pour-un. La consistance de la pré- sentation 
exige ainsi que toute structure soit doublée d'une 
métastructure, qui la ferme à toute fixation du vide. 

La thèse que toute présentation est deux fois structurée 
peut paraî- tre complètement a priori. Mais elle revient 
ultimement à ceci, que tout un chacun constate, et dont il faut 
philosophiquement s'étonner : quoique son être soit la 
multiplicité inconsistante, la présentation n'est jamais 
chaotique. Je dis seulement ceci :de ce que le Chaos n'est pas 
la forme de la donation d'être, résulte l'obligation de penser 
qu'il y a une réduplication du compte-pour-un. L'interdiction de 
toute pré- sentation du vide n'est immédiate et constante que si 
ce point de fuite du multiple consistant, qu'est justement sa 
consistance en tant que résultat opératoire, est à son tour 
bouché, ou bouclé, par un comptepour-un de l'opération elle-
même, un compte du compte, une métastructure. 

J'ajoute que l'investigation de toute situation effective 
(toute région de la présentation structurée), qu'elle soit 
naturelle ou historique, met en évidence l'opération réelle du 
second compte. L'analyse concrète converge sur ce point avec le 
thème philosophique : toute situation est deux fois structurée. 
Cela veut aussi dire : il y a toujours à la fois présentation et 
représentation. Penser ce point consiste à penser le réquisit de 
l'errance du vide, de la non-présentation de l'inconsistance, du 
péril que représente l'être-en-tant-qu'être, lequel hante la 
présentation. 

L'angoisse du vide, dont l'autre nom est le souci de 
l'être, se repère donc, dans toute présentation, à ceci que la 
structure du compte se réduplique pour se vérifier elle-même, 
pour attester, tout au long de son propre exercice, que son 
effet est complet, pour, inlassablement, faire être l'un sous le 
péril inrencontrable du vide. Toute opération de compte-pour-un 
(des termes) est en quelque façon doublée d'un compte du compte, 
lequel s'assure à tout instant que l'écart entre le multiple 
consistant (tel que, composé d'uns, il résulte) et le multiple 
inconsistant (lequel n'est que la présupposition du vide, et ne 
présente rien), que cet écart est véritablement nul, et qu'il 
n'y a donc aucune possibilité que jamais se produise ce désastre 
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de la présentation que serait l'advenue présentative, en 
torsion, de son propre vide.22

******** 

Excerpt on Themis/Chiron, the vanished moon of  Saturn.23

 Source of  fragment unclear. Possibly a French follower of  Heidegger, or even early Lacan. Again, 22

whatever Wilehlmina’s intention was, it is lost. 

 A single page from what appears to be a scientific document detailing the Goldschmidt, and 23

subsequently Pickering, false discovery of  a tenth moon of  Saturn. Though discovered nearly a 
century apart, the alleged moon, Chiron or Themis, was never seen again.
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As the incorporation and imitation of sources recalls, history’s 

re-membrance is inextricable from dis-memberment, just as 

inspiration is rooted in the physical action of taking in 

breath. A cannibalistic  poetics rips up history and nails it 24

back together “with its viscera on the outside, all that 

glistening green truth showing in the rip marks.” The bricolage 

of poetic making, like building a golem, is everywhere depicted 

in cannibalistic poetry.25

 WEL had circled this word and written in the margin, ‘Anthropophage—Xenophage.’ While the 24

connection to the former is simply a self-evident translation into its latinate form, the latter is 
unclear. While ‘xeno’ means ‘foreign’ and ‘phage’ means to eat, it can hardly be thought that WEL 
was suggesting an alignment between poetic making and anti-immigration sentiment. That would be 
unlike her. I thought it would be unlike her…

 Taken from an article called “Poetry is Theft,” 38. A familiar refrain: What WEL had intended to 25

use this passage for is unclear. Neither she nor Lovecraft nor anyone involved in this project would 
be considered of  a marginalized background or cultural configuration. The references to poetic 
making cannot apply to a strict analysis of  poetry, as WEL has performed. If  there is some fictive 
quality to her work, it is sincerely lost on me.
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Appendix 

Appendix 1: Documents Found in Orne Library Archive 

As per her will, Miskatonic University deposited her official papers into special collections at Orne 
Library. I have gone through and excerpted documents that seem relevant to the present inquiry. 

1. Postcard Book 

2. Postcard to A. Primm 

3.  ‘Herakles’ Notebook and contents 

4.  Fragment of  text (?) 

5.  Framed print (orig. unknown) 

Appendix 2: The Sugar House Papers 

These documents represent documents found in WEL’s office at the time of  her death. Though the 
editor has attempted to include only relevant texts, the reconstruction of  a posthumous argument is 
oftentimes little better than guest work. I was guided by two principles: That which was on her desk, 
and that which was in the file marked ‘Yuggoth-Cthelll Hypothesis,’ along with the above manuscript. 

1. Image of  Yuggoth (?) from unknown medieval codex, chain of  custody unknown. 

2.  An original drawing by H.P. Lovecraft of  a Migo, a creature from his novella, At the Mountains of  
Madness. How WEL managed to acquire the original drawing, which is located in the archives at 
Brown University, is unknown. 

3.  Map, with diagrams indicating some sort of  geological grid. Function unknown, but coordinates 
do mirror those found on object 2 of  Appendix 1. 

4.  Undated photograph, depicting a rather disturbing figure. 

5.  Image of  WEL’s living room at time of  death. Photo credit unknown, possibly coroner. 

6. Undated notebook, depicting a diagram, which is labeled ‘All events carry but one.’ There is a 
similar reference in a poem by Anne Carson, though the expression is common enough that this 



may just be coincidence. Includes several pages of  writing in a near-incomprehensible babble. 
Also included, folded into the page, was WEL’s Miskatonic ID. 

7.  Notebook, dated May 2015, with cover depicting an unknown man. Only one page, essentially 
unreadable, had been filled. As well, what appears to be an original, unpublished poem by 
Lovecraft, though annotated in WEL’s hand. 

8.  Smaller notebook, depicting Venus (?) as well as a diagram illustrating a basic concept in radio 
telescopy. As well, a photograph of  indeterminate subject. 

9.  Three pages, written on a notepad from a hotel on Yale University campus. Cthell (mispelled) 
seems to have become an obsessive, glossalaic, word for WEL towards the end. 

10. Diagrams. Incomprehensible, sourced from a writer named Nick Land. 

11. An old Geology journal, with only one articled notated and highlighted. WEL seemed to have 
developed her theory of  the Yuggoth-Cthelll conjunction by this point. My name also appears, 
with the suggestion to send the Sugar House key to me. If  only she had forgotten… 

12. A diagram mapping Freud’s topographical model of  the Unconscious onto the Earth’s core. Her 
thinking, in so far as I am able to reconstruct it, is that the primal trauma of  the creation event of  
Earth represents Cthelll, and draws Yuggoth out, for the first time in over 4 billion years, and it 
will… ‘mate’ with earth, releasing a anthropophage, and the Hush virus. 

13. Two screen caps, printed out. One on the primal planet Theia (see the fragments of  her 
manuscript for a similar missing celestial object), and one about the mounting evidence for a 
Planet 9, 20 times the distance of  Neptune from the sun. We can safely assume that WEL, as well 
as Lovecraft, believed this to be the Migo-populated Yuggoth, identical to Theia. 

Appendix 3: Documents in My Possession 

These documents were in my possession at the time of  WEL’s death. I have also included relevant 
documents documenting my travel from Chicago to Arkham. 

1. Will of  literary executorship 

2.  Train ticket and car rental receipts (for reimbursement purposes only) 

3.  Map of  Miskatonic University (outdated) 

4.  Map of  Arkham (stylized, of  little practical use) 

5.  Final letter from WEL 

6.  Contents of  letter: key, prepaid debit card, with my signature (forged by WEL, presumably)



Miskatonic University 

Orne Library Archives, catalogued December 15, 2017.

RA: 2h 31m 49s 15, 51

Cat. No. PJ3921.T54





A Gift of:
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September 21, 2017.
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SALES RECEIPT 

 
Purchased: 08/25/2017 1:08 AM PT 
Thank you for your purchase. 
 1 Retain this receipt for your records. 
 2 Print the attached eTicket and carry during your trip. 
Merchant ID 00608 
60 Massachusetts Avenue 
Washington, DC 20002 
800-USA-RAIL 
Amtrak.com 

Reservation Number - 28483C 
BOSTON-NORTH STA, MA - ARKHAM, MA (One-
Way) 
AUGUST 25, 2017 
Billing Information 
CODY JONES 
5415 S DORCHESTER AVE 
CHICAGO, IL 60615 

Visa ending in 5846 (Purchase) 
Authorization Code 05130A 

Total $22.00 

Purchase Summary - Ticket Number 
2370608500877 
Train 449: BOSTON (NORTH STA), MA - ARKHAM, MA 
Depart 5:33 PM, Saturday, August 26, 2017 
1 RESERVED COACH SEAT 

$22.00 
Subtotal 

$22.00 
Total Charged by Amtrak 

$22.00 






Rental Agreement Summary


Hi, CODY JONES - Thanks for choosing Enterprise!
This email is not your Rental Agreement. Attached is your full 
Rental Agreement and Terms and Conditions for RA # 
539502699 from ARKHAM CENTRAL STATION.

RA#:

Renter:

539502699

CODY JONES �

Additional Drivers
No Additional Drivers are authorized to drive the vehicle with the 
exception of the drivers listed below.
(Additional driver names listed here if applicable)

 Dates & Times  Location

Monday, August 28, 2017 8:18 AM

ARKHAM STATION

17 GARRISON STE

ARKHAM, MA 01914

(978) 271-4488

EnterpriseArkhamMA@erac.com

ONE WAY RENTAL

Monday, August 28, 2017 6:30 PM
LITTLE BURGUNDY

1005 GUY STE

MONTREAL, QC H3H2K4

(514) 931-3722



Vehicle 
 

Make / Model:

NISN / VERSA 4DR SEDAN

Color: 

GRAY

Mileage:

20355

Fuel:

Full

License #:

KHD1818

Vehicle #:

HL816453

Equipment


TOLL PASS DEVICE (1) 

For questions or concerns regarding your rental please contact us 
at EnterpriseArkhamMA@erac.com 

SEE ITEMIZATION AND BILL ATTACHED.

 Terms and Conditions

Click to view Terms and Conditions

mailto:EnterpriseArkhamMA@erac.com
https://www-tac-service-prd.homecity.ehiaws.com/tac-service/location/group/10/Y1/terms?date=2017-08-28&locale=en_US










Secondary Citations 
1. Either/Or, 34. (Hong Translation) Org: Enten-Eller. A literal translation of ‘velbekomme’ would be 
‘May it do you good.’ 

2. Inferno, XXVIII, 112-142 

But I stayed there to watch that company  
and saw a thing that I should be afraid  
to tell with no more proof than my own self— 

except that I am reassured by conscience,  
that good companion, heartening a man  
beneath the breastplate of its purity. 

I surely saw, and it still seems I see,  
a trunk without a head that walked just like  
the others in that melancholy herd; 

it carried by the hair its severed head,  
which swayed within its hand just like a lantern;  
and that head looked at us and said: “Ah me!” 

Out of itself it made itself a lamp,  
and they were two in one and one in two;  
how that can be, He knows who so decrees. 

When it was just below the bridge, it lifted  
its arm together with its head, so that  
its words might be more near us, words that said: 

“Now you can see atrocious punishment,  
you who, still breathing, go to view the dead:  
see if there’s any pain as great as this. 

And so that you may carry news of me,  
know that I am Bertran de Born, the one  
who gave bad counsel to the fledgling king. 

I made the son and father enemies:  
Achitophel with his malicious urgings  
did not do worse with Absalom and David. 

Because I severed those so joined, I carry—  
alas—my brain dissevered from its source,  
which is within my trunk. And thus, in me 
one sees the law of counter—penalty.” 

3. J. Joubert, The Notebooks of Joseph Joubert, 49. Trans. Paul Auster. 

4. Trans “Truly, it is you, Democritus, that are wise, while the people of Abdera are fools and madmen.” 
Anatomy of Melancholy, 125. 



5. William Stafford, A Ritual to Read Each Other. 

6. https://incognitumhactenus.files.wordpress.com/2011/08/incognitumhactenus-vol-1-1.pdf Cf., also: 
Leper Creativity, the publisher Urbanomic, Schism Press, and several others. 

https://incognitumhactenus.files.wordpress.com/2011/08/incognitumhactenus-vol-1-1.pdf


A Further Comment on Plagiarism and Theft 
There are a great many sources in this paper, and quite a few of them, whether due to academic 
negligence, or an overzealous attempt at verisimilitude, remain uncredited. In the following, I 
have attempted to list—disordered, haphazard, threadbare, but a list, all the same—some of the 
people, organizations, and repositories from whom and where I drew material. If this publication 
were ever to see the inside of an editor’s office, rest assured, a more robust attempt at thorough 
citation would be made. For now, the lacunae will remain. 


